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CRYPTS

EMPTY (KDFACTOR)  SO EMB, Multipurpose - see below
LIONION (KDAFGHAN)  CUBAN EMBASSY  Photo Surveillance since 1962

TelTaps (unilateral)  SOVIET

LIFET (KDMANGO)  Sons + Cuban
LIENVOY (KDBADGER)  Sons + Cubans included
LIENVOY/LITABLE

TelTaps (joint)

LIFEUD

LIMERICK

LITEMPTY (KDFACTOR)  Project, Multipurpose SOV EMB
(since 1958)

LIPSTICK

SOVIET EMBASSY

LIMITED

1st photo base

LICALLA

Umbrella Project (MULTILINE TEL TAPS - LIFEAT
LILYRIC  alt. photo base
LIENTRAP
LIERSEY

FIXED SITE OP -
Street Floor (Base) Front Gate (Target) NW corner
3rd
Both vehicle + pedestrian entrances
Garden Area (Target)

FIXED SITE
Second Floor (Base) Front Gate (Target)
Vehicle photo base & several support agents
Surveillance Team

LIBIGHT

Mail Intercept

LIMESA/LIMUST

Div/D Op
Boy 9

HMMW
1996 - 1

Boy 10

HMMW dispatch
Chronos

Boy 7

TMMW - 1

Boy 6

HMMW - 1

Boy 5

TMMW - 1

TMMW
Boy 60 15-20 1999

HMMW
9675 - 11190

TMM4-A's

Re: Archives location
of Mexico Dispatch Chronos
/1 Mexico Chronos sent as a direct shipment to Records Center - 20 May 1965

SEE JOB SHEETS

MA 21700 thru 21899
Job Number 66-574
/1 Chronos - 1 Folder - Sent as Direct Shipment to Records Center 14 April 1966
CS Copy

MA 22674 thru 24999
Job Number 66-574
/1 Chronos - 13 Folders - Sent as direct shipment to Records Center 14 April 1966
CS Copy
WH/1/Mexico Chronos sent as a direct shipment to the Records Center - 20 May 1965.
(SEE JOB SHEETS)

1951 - 1964

9 tops

HMMW 11300 thru 14300
67-763
1 cu. ft.

WH/1/Mexico Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 4 April 1967.
No CS Material is contained.
3 tops

HMMW 14301 thru 14900
68-364 Box 1

WH/1 Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 29 Nov 1967.
No CS Material is Contained.
1966 year

HMMW 14901 - 15399
69-101 Box 1

WH/1 Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 30 July 1968.
No CS material contained.
HMMS 3921 thru 4500
67-764
1 cu. ft.

WH/1/Mexico Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 4 April 1967.
No CS Material is contained.

HMMS 4901 - 5299
69-101 Box 1

WH/1/Mexico Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 30 July 1968.
No CS material contained.

HMNT 8200 - 8999
69-562 Box 1

WH/1/Mexico Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 12 Feb. 1969.
NO CS Material Contained.
WH/1 Material sent as a Direct Shipment to Records Center 30 July 1969.

No Cs material contained/

HMMA-37218, w/att.
23 May 1969
50-8-125/3

HELD IN UNDER SOURCE SYMBOL FILE

HMMA-37219, w/att.
23 May 1969
50-6-125/3

HELD IN UNDER SOURCE SYMBOL FILE

HMMA 40570 w/att
21 May 71

Filed in 50-120-21 - Kybat Tylovo - Black Trout